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ABOUT OUR FIRM 

With over 20 years of combined 
legal experience, Lift Legal is a 
well-established boutique law firm 
that is committed to excellence. 

At Lift Legal, we pride ourselves on 
providing a personal and focused 
service to our real estate clients, 
which is supported by our in-depth 
commercial awareness.  

As a group of forward-thinkers, our 
firm continues to challenge the 
legal status quo by providing a 
more personalized and forward-
thinking way of practicing law. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

Lift Legal is a boutique corporate 
commercial, real estate and family 
law firm which has been serving St. 
Albert, Edmonton, and the greater 
community for over three years. 

Our office is located in Campbell 
Business Park in St. Albert, which 
is just a five-minute drive off the 
Anthony Henday. 

During the COVID-19 crisis our 
team remains fully operational. 

Our office has an isolated signing 
room so that we can continue to 
complete in-person signings for 
real estate transactions. 

MEET OUR REAL ESTATE TEAM 

Amy Jakus 

Amy is a highly skilled real estate conveyancer with over 10 years of 
experience. Amy’s vast experience covers all aspects of residential 
conveyancing including new home builds, condominium transactions, 
relocations, refinancing’s, divorce sales and more.  Amy has 
experience working with all types of lenders and does not shy away 
from a transaction with complicating aspects.  

Rebecca Garbe 

Rebecca works alongside Amy on all real estate deals and provides 
support for clients engaged in more complex commercial or residential 
transactions. 

Rebecca is a skilled corporate commercial lawyer who has extensive 
experience in all aspects of business transactions, ranging from the 
initial negotiations, to the due diligence review process, to the drafting 
and negotiation of the transaction documents. 
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PROVIDING REAL ESTATE SERVICES DURING THE PANDEMIC 

At Lift Legal we are offering creative and safe solutions so that we can continue to provide legal services to 
our clients. We are able to host meetings via teleconference and video conference. Our office is on the ground 
floor with an outside entrance that directly leads into a vestibule which has been converted into an isolated 
signing room for clients that is sterilized before and after all signings. We are also offering discounts on our 
standard fees for the purchase and sale of real estate, as well as complimentary phone consultations for all 
real estate transactions. 
 

RESOURCES TO CONSIDER WHEN COMPLETING REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS 

It is important to be aware of the resources that can help facilitate your real estate transaction during this 
challenging time. At Lift Legal we are keeping appraised of these and can ensure you are aware of these as 
a buyer or a seller.  For instance, buyers will want to consider title insurance. Residential title insurance 
protects the homeowner and lender against losses associated with real property reports and title issues. Gap 
coverage is available to allow closing of the transaction in the event the Land Registry/Land Titles Office 
experience registration delays or office closure. Gap is included automatically in every residential and 
commercial title insurance policy and there is no requirement for an additional endorsement. 

 

If you are thinking about purchasing a new home, or if you are selling, please contact us so we can assist you 
with your transaction in a safe and cost-effective manner. 
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